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Eternal Storms releases flickery 1.1 - Unique Flickr Desktop Client
Published on 04/22/09
Vienna based Eternal Storms Software today announced the immediate availability of
flickery 1.1. flickery is a unique desktop flickr client for Mac OS X 10.5 which combines
the flickr photo-community with the ease-of-use and elegance of Mac OS X. Easily upload
photos to Flickr photostream, organize photos in photosets and groups, browse Favorites,
and more. flickery 1.1 features sharing of photos through iChat Theater and Twitter,
interface- and speed-improvements and lots of bug fixes.
Vienna, Austria - Eternal Storms Software today announced the immediate availability of
flickery 1.1. flickery is a unique desktop flickr client for Mac OS X 10.5 which combines
the flickr photo-community with the ease-of-use and elegance of Mac OS X. flickery 1.1
features sharing of photos through iChat Theater and Twitter, interface- and
speed-improvements and lots of bug fixes.
With flickery, you can easily upload photos to your flickr photostream (you can even take
pictures right inside the application with your built-in iSight or screenshots of your
desktop), organize photos in photosets and groups, browse your Favorites and add to them,
check out the gorgeous photos available in "Explore", take a look at your contacts'
photos, their photosets and favorites. flickery even features basic photo editing
capabilities like resizing, cropping, rotating or running filters on them - so you won't
have to switch to another application for that. If you're looking for a particular shot
you saw on flickr, flickery lets you search the entire flickr database for pictures.
"Now, with iChat Theater support, the integration of flickery with Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard
is even tighter than before", said Matthias Gansrigler of Eternal Storms Software. "It is
a great way of sharing photos with friends and loved ones all over the world."
Another way of sharing photos in flickery 1.1 is through twitter. It even shortens the
photos' URLs so you have the maximum amount of space available for your comments right in
the tweet. But just as important are the more subtle improvements. The source list to the
left is now resizable so longer titles of photosets or Groups can be read in full length.
All-in-all, flickery 1.1 includes over 30 bug fixes and improvements. A full list of
changes is available at the Eternal Storms Software website.
System requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard
* For flickery to run, an internet connection is mandatory
* A flickr account is not necessary, but it is highly recommended
Pricing and availability:
flickery has a 15-day trial period. After that, licenses for flickery are available at
14.90 Euro or $19.20 (USD). It is a free update for existing customers of flickery.
Release Notes:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/releasenotes.html
flickery 1.1:
http://www.flickeryapp.com
Download flickery:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery.dmg
Purchase flickery:
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http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery_-_the_flickr_desktop_client_for_Mac/Purchase_lice
nse_for_flickery.html
Screenshot:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery_-_the_flickr_desktop_client_for_Mac/flickery_-_Feat
ures.html
App Icon:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery_-_the_flickr_desktop_client_for_Mac/flickery_-_the_
flickr.com_desktop_client_for_Mac_OS_X_Leopard_files/flickery.png

Eternal Storms Software is a one-man software company located in Vienna, Austria, Europe.
Their portfolio of software reaches from quality freeware/donationware software like
GimmeSomeTune, HierarchicalDock and PresentYourApps to shareware applications like
flickery, a desktop flickr client for Mac OS X. "For your computer, all that matters is
good software."
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